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Nelson
An OPERA in THREE ACTS Op. 41 (1954)
Text by Alan Pryce-Jones Music by Lennox Berkeley
Admiral Lord Nelson tenor
Lady Emma Hamilton soprano
Sir William Hamilton, her husband baritone
Mrs Cadogan, her mother mezzo soprano
Madame Serafin, a fortune-teller mezzo-soprano
Lady Nelson mezzo-soprano
Flag Captain Hardy bass
Admiral Lord Minto baritone
Naval surgeon baritone
Wounded man tenor

David Johnston
Eiddwen Harrhy
Brian Rayner Cook
Elizabeth Bainbridge
Mary Thomas
Margaret Kingsley
Richard Angas
Eric Shilling
Richard Jackson
Francis Egerton

Sailors : Harry Nicoll, Stephen Varcoe, Anthony Smith
Guest, Roger Heath
Major domo, Philip O'Reilly
BBC Singers (chorus-master, Simon Joly)
BBC Symphony Orchestra (leader, Rodney Friend)
conducted by Elgar Howarth
A BBC studio recording, broadcast on 23 October 1983
Produced by Clive Bennett
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DISC ONE (64.55)
ACT I
Introduction: Mrs C. ‘Mario! Sebastiano! Annibale!’
Mrs C.‘Mercy, child, a carriage and pair’
Guests begin to arrive. Chorus ‘Victory O happy day’
Nelson. ‘Oh! With what wonder’
Chorus. ‘A strange little hero’
Sir W. ‘The wine waits’
M. Serafina. ‘Very well, very well’
Emma. ‘Choose between life and death’
The band starts again. Sir W. ‘You do well, my Lord’
Nelson. ‘That is a man’s music’
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ACT II
Scene I
Introduction: Lady N. ‘Another day!’
Nelson. ‘Welcome Ma’am’
Emma. ‘Indelicate presumption!’
Lady N. ‘Nelson, why are you silent?’
Mrs C. ‘Lord Nelson! Emma!’
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DISC TWO (65.32)
ACT II
Scene II
Minto. ‘Tell me Hardy, you knew Lord Nelson’
Nelson. ‘You look very sombre, gentlemen’
Nelson. ‘Leave me to reflect’
Mrs C. ‘Lord Nelson a messenger!’
ACT III
Scene I
Introduction: Chorus. ‘Today the great ship sails’
Nelson. ‘I had their huzzaz before’
Emma. ‘Are we safe hidden?’
Nelson. ‘Now we pass into the future’
Orchestral Interlude
Scene II
Sailor. ‘Out of it all, down below hatches’
Sailors/Chorus. ‘Make way there!’
Orchestral Interlude
Scene III
Hardy. ‘And so Ma’am, he died’
Emma. Look, it is growing dark’

4.26
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‘Nelson’ is published by Chester Music
www.wisemusicclassical.com
Cover Image
Rear-Admiral Sir Horatio Nelson (1758–1805)
Painting by Lemuel Francis Abbott (1760-1802) c.1800
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Nelson
In the work-list of Lennox Berkeley opera stands as a vibrant but not profuse presence.
There were eventually to be four Berkeley operas in total encompassing more than five
hours of music for voices and orchestra. Even leaving out of the reckoning a fifth, which
was never completed, this represents the single largest quantity of music in Berkeley’s
catalogue.
For Berkeley opera, as a pursuit, goal and prize, was at its most assertive in the 1950s.
A contemporary perspective is to be found in Grove V which as an eminent reference
held the academic stage in English-speaking lands from 1954 until 1980. In 1954,
Nelson was the only opera listed for Berkeley. Publication cut-off dates precluded
mention of the one-acters, A Dinner Engagement, Op. 45 (1954) and Ruth, Op. 50
(1955–6). In succeeding decades there was to be one more opera, Castaway, Op. 68
(1967). Faldon Park (1979–85) — in two acts and to a libretto by Winton Dean
(1916–2013) was not to be. It was left incomplete on his death and is unviable.
The 1950s, and the years immediately preceding, were an era of success and happiness
for Berkeley. He had married Freda Bernstein, whom he had met during his BBC years
in the 1940s, at the Church of the Holy Apostles, Claverton Street, London, on 14
December 19461. His first son, the composer Michael Berkeley¸ with Britten as
godfather, was born in 1948. In 1950, the year of the premiere of his Sinfonietta, saw a
second son, Julian, with Boulanger as godparent. Six years later there was a third son,
Nicholas. 1954 and 1956 were marked out by premieres of A Dinner Engagement
(Aldeburgh) and Ruth (English Opera Group). A CBE followed in 1957 and a
knighthood in 1974.
After the 1950s an austerity entered his music and the Violin Concerto appeared in 1961.
The music of Nelson has none of that austerity. As an opera in three acts to a libretto by
Alan Pryce-Jones (1908-2000)2, it bore resemblance to what was said to be Berkeley’s
1

“Lennox & Freda” by Tony Scotland, (Michael Russell, Norwich, 2010)
A literary critic and author. Editor of The Times Literary Supplement (1948-1959). Pryce-Jones had already
collaborated in 1942 with Patrick Hadley in his Travellers - a cantata for soprano, chorus and orchestra.
2
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acclaimed model … Verdi and especially Otello. His methods honoured tradition and
the trajectory of the opera drew on arias and ensembles. His melodies were memorable
and haunting and the singing contributed decisively to the drama.
Post-World War II one might perhaps have expected an encomium to a towering naval
hero or a fulsome paean to naval victory. As things stand, the axle-turning events of
international history in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries had, in the case of
Berkeley’s Nelson, to content themselves with being a distanced element in the drama.
In fact the stage is dominated by the love affair of Horatio Nelson, 1st Viscount Nelson
(1758-1805) and Emma, Lady Hamilton (1765-1815) and the personal relationships
buffeted around them. The tell-tale lies in the opera’s name: ‘Nelson’; no ‘admiral’, no
battle honour; not even Emma’s name. It is ‘Nelson’ by starkly isolated name and as if
in affirmation of this Emma cries out ‘Nelson!’ to end the opera.
The work draws its vitality from the relationship between Nelson and Emma Hamilton.
At a time when scandal had serious repercussions. It was after all an illicit relationship
defiantly conducted in Society’s open view. Its impact was heightened by the tension
between love and duty.

Act I, in a single scene, opens with a party in the British Embassy, the Palazzo Sessa,
in Naples in September 1798. The Ambassador, Sir William Hamilton, Emma’s
husband, holds a party to celebrate Nelson’s return as victor of the Battle of the Nile.
Emma’s mother feverishly refines the preparations among the bustle of guests and
servants. The atmosphere is one of excitement and nervous anticipation.
Nelson enters, a physically unprepossessing man, but one who exercises a magnetic
spell over all who come into contact with him. Emma Hamilton is no exception and she
immediately falls in love with him. While the guests retire to the grand ball-room
Emma’s mother suggests that Nelson ought to have his palm read by the Hamiltons’
family servant, Madame Serafin. Nelson goes along with this and the prophecy, which
all find shocking, is that one day he will have to decide between duty and love. Sir
William and a coterie of guests return from the ball-room to be appalled and angry
about the evident closeness of Nelson and his wife. Joyous and noisily infectious
celebrations are heard in the streets outside the Embassy which spread to the party.
SRCD 2392 8
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Set design, 'Nelson', 1954 (Felix Kelly, by permission Tony Scotland)
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Act II is in two scenes. Things have moved apace and we are now in Dover Street,
London in 1800. The central couple are utterly in love and will do nothing to hide this.
Lady Nelson is beside herself with grief at having lost the love of her husband and feels
humiliation both for herself and from society. The listener is now introduced to
Nelson’s staunch friend, Capt. Hardy. Emma and her husband arrive with Hardy and
Emma’s mother, Mrs Cadogan. There’s then a furious row which runs through three
smokingly complex ensembles: a quartet, a sextet and a concluding quartet. The first of
these underscores that love has ended between the Nelsons and Hamiltons. The
infatuated couple sing of their happiness and relief that matters have come to a joyous
crisis. The jilted partners revel in equal measures of contempt, anger and grief while
Mrs Cadogan and Hardy exhort the lovers to recant and remember decency and
propriety. There’s then a concluding quartet where the couple realise that things have
changed irreversibly.
The second scene which is set in the garden of Nelson's country house at Merton Place,
in Surrey, in August 1805, takes place just weeks before the Battle of Trafalgar. Lord
Minto, a friend of many years and a peer of eminent influence and standing discusses
Nelson’s predicament with Hardy. He makes no secret of the fact that he considers
Nelson’s rejection of Lady Nelson and his setting up house with Emma is a desperate
failure of judgement. He plies this position successively with Hardy and then face to face
with Nelson. Minto is clear that Nelson has a choice between Emma and a fresh naval
command. Tormented, Nelson meets Emma and they sing a duet exulting in their
mutual love. Mrs Cadogan arrives with Orders for Nelson to lead the Navy in what
becomes The Battle of Trafalgar. Career asserts itself and Nelson sets out. At least for
now Nelson has chosen duty to his country rather than life with the woman he loves.

Act III, overarched by separation, victory and death, has the lovers meeting for the last
time outside the George Inn, Portsmouth. Nelson prepares to board his ship, the HMS
Victory. It is part of the tragedy that their parting is marked by stiffly formal goodbyes
but their true emotions run as an undercurrent. There are two brief orchestral
interludes picturing the battle itself - combative and emotional. Between them is a scene
in the cockpit of Victory. The naval surgeon is at work among the wounded to get them

'Nelson', Sadler's Wel
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back to the battle. Nelson is brought in mortally wounded. He dies with his last
thoughts being of Emma. Grief afflicts everyone.
The opera ends in the garden of Merton Place, with Hardy telling Emma of Nelson’s
last moments. Emma for a moment intends to end it all with a knife. The moment
passes and she finds the resolve to make her life a dazzling beacon endlessly proclaiming
her love for Nelson.

Berkeley’s father was a Captain in the Royal Navy with his uncle and a greatgrandfather being Commanders and his great-great-grandfather a Rear-Admiral whose
daughter had married Nelson’s Hardy. His maternal grandfather was British Consul in
Nice - a diplomatic service and Mediterranean link with Act I of Nelson. Educated at
Gresham's School, Holt, Norfolk, Berkeley started writing Nelson in 19493. Much of it
was written on the Norfolk coast near Burnham Thorpe, Nelson’s birthplace and still
the site of the pub dubbed ‘The Lord Nelson’ to mark the victory at the Battle of the
Nile.
With work on the opera in hand, Berkeley was invited in 1950 by Rear-Admiral Charles
Lambe to be a guest of the 22-strong Royal Navy Home Fleet on its spring cruise
through the waters where the Battle of Trafalgar had seen the English fleet trounce the
French and Spanish fleets. Lambe, himself a pianist, played duets with Berkeley on the
two concert grands that had been imported into his day cabin of the Fleet’s flagship, the
aircraft carrier HMS Vengeance. The fleet slowed between Cape St. Vincent and Cape
Trafalgar to absorb the atmosphere of the battle that had shaken those waters 150 years
before.
As a cultural out-rider for the Festival of Britain (1951) a British Opera competition was
announced by the Arts Council in February 1949. Entrants had to adopt pseudonyms
manifestly to secure fair play: Arthur Benjamin: ‘Stagestruck,’ Alan Bush: ‘Dudley
3

For Berkeley, opera as a form, first stirred, as Tony Scotland recounts (Lennox Berkeley Society Journal, 2019,
pp.4-10) in the summer of 1932 when the two men (Berkeley and Alan Pryce-Jones were holidaying at
Cap-Ferrat. They played with an idea and Pryce-Jones even went so far as to sketch out the plot but it came to
nothing.
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Underwood’, Berthold Goldschmidt: ‘Squirrel’, and Karl Rankl: ‘Charles Francis’.
Three composers turned out not to be of British birth and one had then unpopular
political affiliations. The ultimately winning entries were Berthold Goldschmidt’s
Beatrice Cenci, Arthur Benjamin’s A Tale of Two Cities, Karl Rankl’s Deirdre of the
Sorrows and Alan Bush’s Wat Tyler. The selection committee then turned to composers
without ‘disadvantages’: Wilfred Mellers (The Tragicall History of Christopher Marlowe)
and Lennox Berkeley (Nelson - submitted under the name ‘Timotheus’). The case for
the latter was strongly pleaded by Constant Lambert - who died in 1951. As the
eminent British music scholar Lewis Foreman points out, Nelson had the advantages of
“heroic subject … elaborate spectacle and … romantic triangle between Nelson, his wife
and Lady Hamilton.” 4 Britten’s ‘two marine’ operas Peter Grimes and Billy Budd had
fostered a conducive atmosphere and the resonances were propitious with Nelson
coming close to the winning cluster but failing at the last fence. Ultimately, and very
strangely, the work was sieved out as being “excessively modern”.
Britten’s Peter Grimes (1945) was a vibrantly thrumming presence and must have more
than encouraged the competition. That aside, three operas were directly commissioned
for the Festival of Britain rather than being left to the randomness of the ‘tourney’. They
were Vaughan Williams’s “morality”, A Pilgrim’s Progress (Covent Garden, 26 April
1951), George Lloyd’s John Socman (taken on board by Carl Rosa) and Peter
Tranchell’s Hardy opera The Mayor of Casterbridge.
Nelson’s journey began with a well received concert performance, with piano played by
Robert Keys, on 14 February 1954. This was given by the English Opera Group
(EOG)5. Peter Pears took the role of Nelson with other characters taken by Arda
Mandikian, Thomas Hemsley and Nancy Evans.
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Dean who wrote the libretto for the aborted Faldon Park opera project: “I felt that Alan
4

BMS News Issue 100 celebrating 25 Years of the British Music Society; accessed at http://www.musicwebinternational.com/classrev/2004/Feb04/Foreman_opera.htm
5 In 1949, right at the inception of the EOG, Berkeley had been appointed a vice-president of the Group
alongside Imogen Holst and John Ireland.
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Pryce-Jones’s libretto, though admirable in many ways, sometimes failed to make the
most of the dramatic possibilities and hung fire when it should be moving on.”
Encouraged by Lennox, he made a number of suggestions for improvement not all of
which were eventually taken on board. These had been discussed with Pryce-Jones:
‘enormously impressed by [its] ingenuity and suitability’. …. The outcome of all this
was the introduction of an Admiralty representative, Lord Minto, in Act II. There was
more input from Dean in 1953, after the piano-accompanied performance at the
Wigmore Hall. Although impressed Lennox did not incorporate it.
Dean was a good friend to Berkeley and helped promote the work through “a
preliminary article in The Listener of 16 September [1953], emphasising the difficulty of
the subject: success must depend in the last resort on the character of Nelson himself.
If he is not presented as a man of magnetic personality, a hero and a genius, the opera
is done for. An English audience will judge him by different standards from those it
applies to the average operatic tenor. It is never easy to portray genius on stage, and the
sphere in which Nelson’s genius shone hardly lends itself to operatic treatment.”
The staged version of the opera, supported by Benjamin Britten, whose Turn of the
Screw came out at about the same time, was presented in full musical and visual finery
on 22 September 1954 at Sadlers Wells Theatre (By arrangement with Sadler's Wells
Trust, Ltd.). The conductor was Vilém Tauský. It had been a hectic year for Tauský
for, in addition to Nelson, he had conducted A Dinner Engagement for the EOG and the
Group were to present Ruth in 1956 and Castaway in 1967. Tauský’s first night6 cast
consisted of:Lord Nelson - Robert Thomas (tenor)
Emma, Lady Hamilton - Victoria Elliott (soprano)
Lady Nelson - Anna Pollak (mezzo-soprano)
Sir William Hamilton - Arnold Matters (baritone)
Mrs. Cadogan (Emma’s mother) - Sheila Ross (mezzo-soprano)
Lord Minto - Stanley Clarkson (baritone)
Captain Hardy - David Ward (bass)
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6

Winton Dean spoke of Nelson perhaps having its première at the Holland Festival in June 1954 but I have not
been able to trace any further details.
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thoughts bei

Madame Serafin - Olwen Price (contralto)
Chorus: Guests, townspeople, sailors - The Sadler's Wells Chorus,
chorus-master: Marcus Dods
The Sadler's Wells Orchestra were led by Walter Price.

The producer was George Devine, the scenery designer Felix Kelly and the costumes
were by Motley.
The fanfaring for the premiere caused quite a stir, so much so that it was broadcast live
by the BBC on 30 September 1954. This was on the well patronised Home Service
(Basic) rather than the more elite Third Programme.
There were nine performances in the 1954/5 season and the whole opera was heard in
Manchester on 8 October 1954 and Birmingham on 14 October 1954. A hiatus
followed allowing for Robert Thomas and Anna Pollak championing an aria or arias on
the BBC Home Service on 20 November 1955 in the “Divertissement” series. This was
in a very mixed and largely popular programme devised and introduced by Stanford
Robinson. Winifred Davey accompanied at the piano.
Scott Goddard in News Chronicle (24 Sept 1954) found that Berkeley “has written a
singers' opera in the best sense, generous and uninhibited in its treatment of the voices
and possessing melodic appeal. The musical characterisation of the main characters,
including Lady Nelson, is remarkably successful … It is a theme full of the dramatic
elements that make a good opera plot. ... the music ... [is] entrancing, and there are
things both moving and startling in the score, generous expanses of subtle music and
keen points of dramatic emphasis.”
This ties in with the recollections of the composer’s elder son, Michael Berkeley:
“Music was an extraordinarily binding dimension to our relationship. … the impulse to
compose, which my father and I shared, meant that we inhabited a secret and
intoxicating world. As a child, I loved all the music he produced, and was hugely excited
whenever I was taken to hear a new work for the first time. I can just about remember
the success of his full-length opera, Nelson, at Sadler's Wells … and, in particular, its
extraordinary lyricism. …”
SRCD 2392 14
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'Nelson', Sadler's Wells, 1954 (Lennox Berkeley Estate)
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Ernest Blom, The Observer (24 Sept 1954), reported “The first impression was that
(Nelson) has many qualities likely to ensure its permanence. ... This opera is by a long
way the biggest thing Mr. Berkeley has yet done. He has for a good many years been
striving for perfection of craftsmanship and elegance, but here something more ample,
more impassioned, more profoundly felt was required of him, and his gifts proved
capable of stretching into the new demands at once ...”
The Times (24 Sept 1954): “Nelson follows the heroic tradition of opera seria as handed
on to recent times by Verdi. ... The invention is copious, fresh and symphonically
delightful. Berkeley rightly thought it no shame to use broad melodies and well-tried
devices. Whatever he wrote, it could never be other than aristocratic”.
Winton Dean writing in The Spectator mentions that “Lennox was pleased with the
Sadler’s Wells performance, which I thought failed to do the opera justice, and modestly
accepted the rather cool reaction of the critics. Ernest Newman was curtly dismissive,
and Desmond Shawe-Taylor considered much of the opera ineffective through lack of
dramatic experience and Nelson himself sadly under-vitalised. Almost everyone was
agreed that too many words were lost. As a result of the critical reception a number of
cuts were made in later performances, chiefly in the first act.”
Dean’s review in The Spectator was not uncritical, but it pleased Lennox: “I think it is
extremely fair and I agree with almost everything you say. I am only too conscious of
the things that the opera fails to do, but I can’t quite make up my mind how far they are
due to lack of experience on my part or to my not having the kind of operatic gift that
would enable me to tackle that particular subject with complete success. On the other
hand, I do feel that the good things really did come off.’” (letter to Winton Dean: 8
October 1954). Four days later Berkeley said “I agree with most of the reservations you
have about Nelson – I think that the mistakes we made are mainly ones of timing, also I
don’t think I gave N. music that was quite forceful enough …”
Composer Richard Stoker (for an interview by John France) wrote7: “Lennox came to
hear my own opera Johnson Preserv'd: he mentioned that the artist playing my Boswell
7

Interview with Richard Stoker: http://www.musicwebinternational.com/classrev/2003/Feb03/Lennox_interview.htm
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had created the premiere of his Nelson at Sadler’s Wells; when I said that the singer
hardly ever remembered the director's positions he said the same had happened in
Nelson and had not helped the opera's success. I remember at the end of my opera he
clasped his hands together above his head in a friendly gesture of approval, very
encouraging of him. …. I remember he attended his students' performances at the
RAM8.
When Stoker was asked what in his opinion was Berkeley’s finest work he replied:
“Without doubt … Nelson … I remember it as full of melodies and ensembles written
on the grand scale. It has a lengthy plot and has some contrived situations but nothing
is wrong with its music, it contains some of Lennox's finest music, it could be popular
too, a great English subject from a composer who had an aristocratic nautical
background. He put over two years' work into it for its premiere at Sadler's Wells in
1954.”
Stoker went on to point out that: “Lennox's melodies can even be whistled like Brahms,
rare for a composer these days: The St Teresa Poems, the String Serenade, one of the
Auden songs, parts of Nelson and The Dinner Engagement are examples. Lennox always
said his new works needed to be heard at least twice. The popularity stakes are not all
that important in the long run. Composers like Berkeley, Rawsthorne (whom Lennox
always promoted) … will come into their own one day as Finzi has done … it is only a
matter of time … they were all excellent craftsmen.”
Conductor Bernard Keeffe was a distinctive figure at the BBC. Indeed in the 1970s he
shared a platform with Berkeley in a major showcase documentary “The Tender Tyrant
- Nadia Boulanger”9. In the 1960s he was called on by the BBC to present Act II of
Nelson for which the composer had made some revisions. Although the BBC Genome
has no record of this (so I cannot put a date to it) there was a studio recording of Act
II which Peter Dickinson rated as “the most consistently successful act of the opera”.
It was featured minus the Act’s final pages where Mrs Cadogan delivers the Admiralty
8

Berkeley was Professor of Composition in the Royal Academy of Music from 1946 to 1968 and his pupils
included Richard Rodney Bennett, David Bedford, Clive Strutt and John Tavener.
9
Later the title of a book by Alan Kendall, Macdonald & Jane’s 1976.
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Orders for Nelson to depart on HMS Victory. Keeffe conducted the augmented English
Chamber Orchestra with Alexander Young (Nelson), Katherine Pring (Lady Nelson),
Brian Drake (Sir William Hamilton), Teresa Cahill (Lady Hamilton), Meriel
Dickinson10 (Mrs Cadogan) and Richard Angas (Capt. Hardy). There was no choir.
The 35 minute excerpt was broadcast on Swedish Radio and may indeed have been
made available to foreign radio stations as part of the BBC’s enlightened music
advocacy initiative. Keeffe was a Berkeley stalwart and in the 1970s conducted the Third
Symphony and the Divertimento. Before that he had, in the 1960s, presided over a rare
broadcast of Roberto Gerhard’s The Duenna. Like Stanley Pope and Harry Newstone,
Keeffe was deployed by the Corporation far and wide and his broadcasts gave voice to
‘backwaters’ works including those by Bax, Alwyn¸ Vaughan Williams, Cooke,
Goldschmidt, Musgrave, Owen and Alan Bush.
In 1965 Berkeley, reacting to Peter Dickinson’s substantial article on the composer in
Music and Musicians (August 1965), wrote of Nelson 'I should now want to rewrite so
much of it if it were to be revived. I do think it has good things in it, but I'm not satisfied
with it as a whole.' Berkeley must have been gratified that in the very same 1965 article
Dickinson wrote: “Nelson …. offers everything that has been traditionally expected of
grand opera. The subject is heroic, elaborate spectacle is invited by crowd scenes, and
several facets of romance are explored in the triangle of Nelson, Lady Nelson and Lady
Hamilton. Above all the score is full of tunes, and offers some of the most direct and
spontaneous music Berkeley has written. As a first opera it was surprisingly ambitious
and more successful than most.” Dickinson is well known as a Berkeley advocate but
even Donald Mitchell, the Britten champion, writing in The Musical Times in November
1954 assayed it as a “first rate lyric drama in Mr Berkeley’s best creative vein.” Long
before that in a letter dated April 1955 to Nadia Boulanger Berkeley wrote in
dispassionate and even self-critical terms “Nelson is a full length opera in three acts. It
is of normal proportions; requires six principal soloists with two subsidiary parts, chorus
and an orchestra of the usual size. It must have a first rate tenor as it is a very big part.
I long to have a continental production of it as one could improve in many ways on the
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London one. It does not require a particularly big stage. There is no French translation
but that could easily be done. This is, I gather, what the prince [Prince Rainier] was
interested in. Berkeley’s dissatisfaction became both ingrained and softened. As late as
16 May 1978 Berkeley told Roy Plumley on BBC Radio 4’s Desert Island Discs: “I wrote
one full length opera on Nelson … I see many things wrong with it but ... it didn't do
badly."
Thirty years after the Sadler’s Wells premiere the opera had its first complete revival
and this studio event (recorded at home by Richard Itter a recording on which these
CDs are founded) was given by BBC Radio 3 incorporating the revisions to the Act II
of Nelson which Berkeley had made for the 1960s broadcast. The artists included the
BBC Singers, chorus-master Simon Joly and the BBC Symphony Orchestra led by
Rodney Friend conducted by Elgar (Gary) Howarth. This went out on Sunday 23
October 1983, the year of Berkeley’s eightieth birthday11. It was a centrepiece to the
BBC radio series “The Operas of Berkeley”12. Peter Dickinson (a Patron of the Berkeley
Society and author of the major Berkeley study) was the presenter. The répétiteur was
Phillip Thomas, Technical presentation was by Martin Page and tape editor Stephen
Rinker (later an eminent figure on the technical and production side for Chandos and
the BBC Philharmonic). The producer was Clive Bennett. The recording was trawled
on 20 and 27 November 2003 for Composers of the Week: Lennox Berkeley and Benjamin
Britten presented by Donald Macleod with Tony Scotland to the extent of letting us
hear Emma's final aria from Eiddwen Harrhy.
The opera in its entirety re-emerged, in what was its first concert performance, at the
Queen Elizabeth Hall on 7 April 1988. This was at the dedicated hands of the Chelsea
Opera Group conducted by Grant Llewellyn with David Johnston repeating his
assumption of the role of Nelson from the 1983 broadcast. The orchestra was led by
Diana Cummings and the Chorus Master was Michael Lloyd. Other roles were taken
as follows: Emma, Lady Hamilton: Christine Bunning; Lady Nelson: Susan Kessler; Sir
11

This was repeated on BBC Radio 3 on 18 May 1988.
Castaway and Dinner Engagement were heard at 14:00 on Thursday 27 October 1983 as part of a series,
‘The Operas of Berkeley’ These one-acters, to words by Paul Dehn, were heard in the studio with the BBC Singers and BBC Philharmonic Orchestra (led by Clifford Knowles), conducted by Meredith Davies.
12
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William Hamilton: Gerard Finley; Mrs.Cadogan: Fiona Kimm; Captain Hardy: Brian
Bannatyne-Scott; Lord Minto: Patrick Donnelly; Madame Serafin: Angela Hickey.
This revival generally drew an encouraging response from Hilary Finch in The Times (9
April 1988: “a distinctive, sharply profiled work, purposefully structured …. compelling
to hear.”) and Michael John White in The Independent (same date: “brilliantly alive.
sophisticated score.”). The ground had been prepared by a scripted BBC talk “Nelson –
Berkeley’s opera introduced (1988)” by Peter Dickinson. Stan Meares writing in British
Music Society News 38 wrote that this performance “brought the work to life … It
admirably demonstrates Berkeley’s versatility and was enthusiastically received. The
plot has some acknowledged weaknesses, but on the day these seemed less noticeable
than anticipated. The love duet that ends Act II may not fire the emotions as it should,
but the final scene with the desolate Lady Hamilton comes over strongly. … At one
level it can be heard and seen as a defence of married morality with Nelson struck down
in retribution. … I repeat the call for a proper staging - and soon.” Mr Meares also had
a more personal reminiscence about the QEH concert performance “I saw Sir Lennox
there, somewhat forlorn, sitting at a coffee table during an interval, plainly bemused
and seemingly oblivious of what was occurring. He did not take the expected curtain
call - which would have been voluminous.”
Many an opera has been sustained in name but stifled in terms of complete
performance by the success of orchestral suites or overtures. Nelson had no overture but
the composer did write a Nelson suite, Op 41a, duration 15’30’. This has three
movements: 1. The Sailing of the Victory, 2. The Cockpit and 3. Portsmouth. Its premiere
came during the early years of the Cheltenham Festival13 by the Hallé with Barbirolli
conducting on 20 July 1955. The venue was Cheltenham Town Hall. The same season
also saw premieres of Berkeley’s Sextet, Alwyn’s Autumn Legend, Easdale’s Concerto
Lirico (piano and orchestra), Finzi’s Cello Concerto and Searle’s Second Piano Concerto.
The Suite also appeared in gravely joyous company (Brahms: Academic Festival, Double
Concerto and Symphony No. 4) at Prom 35 the year after the Cheltenham event. This
was again given by the Hallé and took place on 30 August 1956 at the Royal Albert Hall
13

Berkeley was President of the Festival (1977–83)
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when the conductor was Basil Cameron. This was the Suite’s first concert performance
in London. This work sank even deeper than the opera although it did put in an
appearance on 15 October 2005 at The Lighthouse, Poole with the Bournemouth
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Lancelot Fuhry. Berkeley also wrote an alternative
ending to Act II whereby an orchestral postlude follows scene II. In 1955 he wrote a five
minute interlude from Act III.
This striking recording of a singular, dramatic and lyrically expressive opera in the
traditions of Verdi and Puccini now ensures that justice is done to the work and a
foundation laid for future live performances before an appreciative public.
Rob Barnett

The 3 One Act Operas by Lennox Berkeley
from the Itter Broadcast Collection
A Dinner Engagement Op. 45 (1954)

8.36
1.56
3.00
4.58
4.22

Cast includes Norman Lumsden, Marjory Westbury
BBC Northern Orchestra conducted by Maurice Handford
BBC Broadcast 5 June 1966

Ruth Op. 50 (1956)
Cast Includes Elisabeth Robinson, Alfreda Hodgson, Peter Pears
BBC Northern Symphony Orchestra conducted by Steuart Bedford
BBC Broadcast 18 August 1968

Castaway Op. 68 (1967)

996

Cast includes Geoffrey Chard, Patricia Clark, Jean Allister
English Opera Group and English Chamber Orchestra
Conducted by Meredith Davies
BBC Broadcast 10 June 1967
Due for release as a single set in late 2021 see www.wyastone.co.uk for details
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